Standard Range Weatherproof Switchplate

The unique switchplate that has outdoor locations covered.

The Clipsal 31VHWP is an attractive Standard Range switchplate designed for use in outdoor locations such as stairwells, barbecue areas and gazebos.

Completely weatherproof, the switchplate is particularly suitable for 30 Series illuminated press-buttons and switch mechs that are easy to see at night.

The secret of the switchplate is the translucent rubber membrane that keeps out water and dust, yet still enables easy switching.

Features:
- Accepts all 30 Series Switch Mechanisms.
- IP54 Rated.
- Available in White Electric.
- Ideal for illuminated press-buttons and switch mechanisms which can be seen at night.
- 84mm centres.
- Highly durable, UV stabilised membrane keeps dust and moisture away from mechanism, while allowing easy switching.
- Can be mounted vertically or horizontally.
- The proven reliability of the Clipsal WS Series Weatherprotected Range.

Note:
Clipsal Weatherproof Flush Switches have been designed to achieve IP54 on a smooth, flat, non porous surface. Care should be taken when mounting to ensure that water cannot bypass the perimeter gasket and come in contact with live parts.

Cat. No. Description
31VHWP Standard Range IP54 Rated Weatherproof Switchplate for use with 30 Series mechanisms. 84mm centres. Horizontal or vertical mounting.